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About This Game

This casual strategy game has two immersive game modes.

In the first game mode, "Height Challenge" you must use a steady hand to try and build a tower as high as possible before it
eventually becomes unstable and falls over, you can use special cubes to help increase your chances of building higher.

In the second game mode, "Balance Challenge" you must balance falling blocks on a hand held platform. you must successfully
stack the given amount of blocks to progress, you will gain score multipliers for a flawless performance. This game mode will

require good hand to eye coordination and fast reactions as the game become progressively harder.

key Features

Performance Tracker - This track your stats in the game. such as best scores

Movement Systems - "Grab to Move" or "Slide/Touch To Move"
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Interactive Tutorial - Optional tutorial, these levels help you get to grips with the controls

Fun For All Ages - This simple strategy game has been designed for all ages with its colorful art style and simple controls

Great Performance - With scalable graphics this game is designed to run on any VR ready PC,
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Title: Stack
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
AeroLab Studios
Publisher:
AeroLab Studios
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel I5 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive Headset and Playspace

English
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Really chaotic and stressful game. There is too much stuff flying around the screen for me. You never know what the thing is. It
could be something to collect, an enemy, a projectile or just debris floating around. You die a lot of times and do not know why.
So I didn\u00b4t get theis game and didn\u00b4t have fun with it.
Although I liked the whacky style and the idea with jesus and the gorefest.. i think its a little bit overpriced based on the scenes
in it are kind of plain compared to a similar priced game Meritocracy of Oni and Blade. Also getting yourself killed just to
watch the hscene is a little bit annoying ^_^ good game otherwise however buy when its on sale.. A great idea for a relaxing VR
experience but annoying flaws that compromise what could have been something awesome.

Pros
+ 4 different traditional Japanese music tracks - very relaxing.
+ less than 170 meg download.
+ the 4 different Fish models are well done and because they are so close you can appreciate the detail.
+ haptic feedback - the fish scatter when you touch them
+ several backgrounds - there's a few effects like (very few) bubbles or distant fireworks in black backgrounds.

Cons
- All fish (?100) are the same SMALL size, less that 3" (regardless of the fact that most of the species listed can reach at 10")
Surely it would have been possible to program variety in the size\/proximity of the fish?
- fish swarm in an area around your head, at times so close it ruins the VR effect as you're trying to focus on multiple objects
right in front of your eyes or swimming through your shoulder.
- you can distract them briefly with some magic burley (they'll swarm like flies on that) but will ignore the rest of the play area.
- the fish squeal when you touch them!
- the backgrounds are bland with no sense of depth, compounded by the fact the school rarely moves beyond arms length.

This was an instant buy. I was expecting to sit in an exotic aquarium of rare goldfish as dappled sunlight streamed past lily pads
above. Not peaceful enough at the moment imo. The dev promptly responds to comments made however and has indicated he
does intend to make ongoing changes. If you're willing to wait it out this could be bliss so scrapes in as a buy for me.

6\/10. Went to buy this game and realized i bought it years ago. Wondered why I don't remember. Installed and UPlay popped
into my computer like digital cancer. Now I know why I still have not played this game. UPlay doesn't work through Steam. If I
buy a game on Steam, I want it to play though Steam. Steam is a stable software platform. UPlay is not. This game does not
work on my computer, nor has any game I have to play though Uplay *COUGH* Far Cry anything *COUGH* Splinter Cell
anything.... For small children. Not sure it's even fun for them,. Nice little wave shooter, got on sale for 90% off and it was
worth it at that price not so sure at full $9 price though.. Total ripoff of the Deus Ex series. Maybe I would like it with less half
forced in app purchases, if you consider to install it just don't do it.. Yes! l have to agree, this was a fun match 3 with just that
bit of difference to keep you entertained for hours! Recommend this one highly.
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It's the same half-finished game but in VR. It's pretty good. Controls are butt
5\/10 but still recommended because VR. The best game that only I have played. My hours on Steam don't do it justice - I've
owned the game in physical form since the early 2000's and I've put hundreds of hours into it.

It's got great music, it's graphically pleasing, and most importantly, it's fun to play. It's got that "easy to learn but tough to
master" thing going for it, since with the golf-like controls and obstacles like water, wind and elevation, even an experienced
player like myself can mess up sometimes. This can be an issue even against NPCs, as the campaign gets hard as nails towards
the end. The AI isn't perfect, but it mostly competent, and can definitely provide a challenge if you choose the tougher bots.

Of course, it's also super fun to play with friends, though you'll need to set it up through Hamachi or something if you don't have
someone to sit next to. There are some third party tools out there too, like Moonbase Console.

The map editor is pretty great as well, and you can play maps you make against AI or humans.

One thing to note: the game's resolution is pretty small and it will want to be in fullscreen, but if you prefer, you can set it to
windowed mode by pressing Shift+F5. No borderless option, but maybe that's possible with some third party app. Alt+Tab does
not play well with this game, so change to windowed mode before doing so.

RIP Humongous Entertainment, and thank you so much for this game.. been a fan since the first and second edition. would be
better with more levels. This is the single best game of all time -PC Gamer. DO NOT BUY! GAME IS DEAD!

Completely wasted potential. I was one of the few who believed in this game and its developer, Lion game Lion. Unfortunately,
after just a couple of updates, the devs went silent, completely. They thought they could get away with using an ancient game
engine (designed primarily for racing games btw) like Payday did, unfortunately, combined with terrible AI, bugs, crashes and
more, it all backfired on them.

. 2fps all the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing time when im trying to play the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game. Sadly
nobody really plays in the Oceanic region but there is like no latency playing on North American servers In New Zealand \/
Australia so it's not really a big deal.. Game title is very misleading. They make it out to sound like Farming simulator 15 but
better. Graphics are not that great and the game lags and still has a ton of bugs. Don't waste you time or money. And there is no
Dev support.. Imagine waking up one day and finding out your arm can become a big monster arm like lmao thanks a lot God
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